
How to use 
the power of 
words when 
you create 
job adverts



Choose Quality   
over Quantity
Over the last 3 months we trialed 
a number of adverts in different 
formats and styles.

Avoiding certain phrases & using 
new styles, we increased our 
relevant applications by up to 
400%. 

In 1 month we filled two roles that 
we had previously exhausted by 
using the following tips.
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Time is money and this seems to be the
case for job hunters too!

In research provided by Textio, it showed that
the most effective job adverts are between 600
– 700 words. The effects of this are clear and
you must be concise with your advertising and
to the point with your target market.

https://textio.ai/how-to-write-your-best-job-post-ever-part-2-88e302957373


Tips to get more people 
to apply to your jobs

▪ The best job adverts people respond to are
the ones where a sentence has an average of
13 to 17 words.

Try and avoid long paragraphs that can sound dull to a
potential applicant. They want get to the crux of role and
have their interest piqued. If we give too much away to early,
you could put them off with an advert that is put simply –
boring. You can also point them to your career page to help
you focus on the more important parts of your advert.

▪ Avoid bulleted content and try to keep this to
a maximum of 3 per advert.

Bullet content does not work. Often we use bullet points to
keep the advert short but if you follow the tip above of using
shorter sentences throughout the advert, rather than a bullet
– you can use a brief sentence that will much better engage
an applicant and be descriptive.
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Tips to get more people 
to apply to your jobs

▪ Advertise the salary!

We can’t stress this point enough but potential applicants
drop off when an advert doesn’t contain a salary! Smart
Recruit online demonstrate a 30% drop off in applications
and Jobsite a 25% - 35% drop off. Can you afford this?

In this age of transparency, why be vague and bare this in
mind: Two thrids of applicants believe your current
employees offer the best insight to your company. Websites
like Glassdoor provide these insights to your company and
they can likely find out anyway.

▪ Use words that engage, are descriptive and
inclusive

On the next pages we have before & after examples of
successful adverts that increased relevant applications –
make sure you aim for as much green content in your adverts
as possible.
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https://www.smartrecruitonline.com/
http://www.jobsite.co.uk/
https://www.officevibe.com/blog/12-recruiting-stats
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One of the most 
terrifying sentences
you could use is:

"THE IDEAL CANDIDATE
MUST HAVE...".

Phrases & Styles to Avoid

▪ “you will be required”

▪ “to ensure” 

▪ “the company in question”

▪ "the right candidate“

▪ "extensive knowledge"

▪ "you must have“

▪ "candidates must be"

▪ “must”  (can intimidate)

▪ “in order to”

▪ “have to”

▪ “candidate” / “applicant” (not friendly)

▪ formal or passive language

▪ too many bullets

▪ grammatical errors and cliches

▪ repeating words or phrases in the same text
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Here are a 
few words 
which could 
bring you 
more job 
seekers and 
applicants! 

Source: Marton Recruitment research



Did you know the power of words in 
job adverts can unintentionally attract 
more/less Men or Women?

▪ Without realising, we can all use language that has subtle
gender codes to it.

▪ You should aim for a gender neutral advertising approach.

▪ You want to attract as many suitable candidates as possible
without unintentionally excluding certain people.

▪ Certain societal stereotypes can creep into our daily use of
language and research has shown that certain words that are used
in advertising can unintentionally attract or put off Men or
Women as demonstrated by research carried out by University of
Waterloo & Duke University.

▪ Below are a list of words that research considered masculine or
female-coded.

▪ You don’t have to agree with each of these but some of the
data has proved to be interesting.

http://gender-decoder.katmatfield.com/static/documents/Gaucher-Friesen-Kay-JPSP-Gendered-Wording-in-Job-ads.pdf


GENDER 
CODED 
WORDS
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Masculine-coded words Feminine-coded words

Source: University of Waterloo & Duke University

active
adventurous
ambitious
analytic
assertive
athletic
autonomic
battle
boast
challenge
champion
competitive
confident
courage
decide
decision
decisive
defend
determine
dominant
driven
fearless
fight
force
greedy

agree
affectionate
child
cheer
collaboration
commit
compassion
connect
considerate
cooperate
depend
emotional
empathy
feel
gentle
honest
interpersonal
interdependent
kind      
kinship            
loyal
modesty
polite
nurture
pleasant

http://gender-decoder.katmatfield.com/static/documents/Gaucher-Friesen-Kay-JPSP-Gendered-Wording-in-Job-ads.pdf


GENDER 
CODED  
WORDS
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Masculine-coded words Feminine-coded words

Source: University of Waterloo & Duke University

headstrong
impulsive
independent
individual
intellect
lead
logic
objective
opinion
outspoken
persist
principle
self-confident
self-reliant
self-sufficient
superior

quiet
responsive
sensitive
submissive
support
sympathy
together
trust
understand
warm
enthusiast
inclusive
yield
share
sharing

http://gender-decoder.katmatfield.com/static/documents/Gaucher-Friesen-Kay-JPSP-Gendered-Wording-in-Job-ads.pdf


Thank you

www.martonrecruitment.com
01233 665775


